Barndorff-Nielsen'sf ormula (normed likelihood with constantinformation metric) has been proffered as an approximate conditional distribution for the maximum-likelihood estimate, based on likelihood functions. Asymptotic justifications are available and the formula coincides with the saddlepoint approximation in full exponential models. It is shown that the formula has wider application than is presently indicated, that in local analysis it corresponds to Laplace'sm ethod of integration, and that it corresponds more generally to a saddlepoint approximation.
INTRODUCTION
The density function for the average x of as ample x 1 ,..., x n from a k-variate distribution with known cumulant generating function K(u) can be approximated in terms of simple characteristics of that cumulant generating function. The saddlepoint approximation derivedbyasymptotic analysis of the cumulant-to-density inversion formula is givenby f(x) − − (2 ) The univariate version of the saddlepoint was derivedbyDaniels [5] and the bivariate and multivariate versions by Good [8] and Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox [4] . Ac omprehensive reviewo fs addlepoint approximations and related statistical inference is givenbyReid [10] .
The saddlepoint approximation in practice is typically more accurate than the normal approximation or the several-term Edgeworth expansion and often is so accurate as to be indistinguishable from the exact density in a computer plot. It thus seems reasonable to viewitasameans to go from an available cumulant generating function to a presumably accurate approximation to the corresponding density.A ccordingly we rewrite (1.1) for a variable y with cumulant generating function H(u) (based on the identification y − − x, H(u) − − nK(u/n) ):
The exponential family provides an important extension from the normal; in terms of a natural parameter ¢ it has density g(x;
where ¢ and y(x) are k-vectors. The minimal sufficient statistic y − − y(x) has cumulant generating func-
The saddlepoint equation for approximating the distribution of yi ṡ 6) so that¢ − − ¢ +¤ is the maximum likelihood estimate of ¢ ;t he saddlepoint approximation is thus
where L(¢ ) − − L(¢ ;y) − − f(y; ¢ ), the marginal density of the minimal sufficient statistic y; the approxima-
¢ )/g(x;¢ )i sa vailable from the original density function.
The transformation from yt o¢ has Jacobian matrix j(¢ ); the density approximation for¢ obtained from (1.8) is thus
In the asymptotic context the relative error in (1.9) is O(n −1 ). If the approximation is renormalized
so the right side is a density,the relative error becomes O(n −3/2 ).
The expressions (1.9) and (1.10) involving normed likelihood with respect to the constantinformation metric are called Barndorff-Nielsen'sf ormula and were introduced (Barndorff-Nielsen [1] ) by an asymptotic arguement from which the preceding was derived;
the renormalized version (1.10) was also shown to be exact for location and transformation models given the usual conditioning on the Fisher configuration statistic, although for such models the cumulant generating function may not exist.
In Section 2 Barndorff-Nielsen'sapproximation formula is related to general formulas for exact conditional distributions, and the implicit choice of a Jacobian-type factor in the Barndorff-Nielsen approximation is discussed.
In Section 3 the local form of a density for the maximum-likelihood estimator is examined, and the normed likelihood choice implicit in Barndorff-Nielsen'sf ormula is shown to be in a logical correspondence with the use of Laplace'sformula for approximate integration.
In Section 4 a family of saddlepoint approximations for a density function at some point y 0 are discussed. Then in Section 5 a score-based saddlepoint approximation for the density of the maximum likelihood estimator is shown to give Barndorff-Nielsen'sformula.
Section 6 contains some concluding remarks; in particular,itisnoted that the inversion process from likelihood functions to corresponding density functions is unique, when the statistical model is complete.
BARNDORFF-NIELSEN'S FORMULA
Barndorff-Nielsen's [ 1] formula (1.10) for the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator¦ can be presented as
where a is some exact or approximate ancillary statistic; in this form it covers the location and transformation model cases which have a standard ancillary statistic a. The choice c − − (2 § ) −k/2 is indicated by the analysis of the full exponential models as discussed in the introduction.
The standard context for the formula presupposes a continuous statistical model in which the likelihood function is uniquely determined for each value of the maximum likelihood variable¦ under a given value of a. However, inthe standard development there is no special guidance for the choice or determination of the conditioning variable a.
The accuracyo f( 2.1) has been examined asymptotically on the sample space in Barndorff-Nielsen [2, 3] and in terms of cumulants in McCullagh [9] .
Forthe case of a real parameter ¦ and density f(y; ¦ )o nannd imensional space, an exact formula for the distribution of¦ givenageneral n − 1d imensional statistic a( which determines a curve) is given in Fraser and Reid [6] :
and c(a,¨)i sanormalizing constant, S(y;¨)i sthe score function ∂ log (y;¨)/∂¨,v (y) is the unit vector tangent to the curvedetermined by the fixed a at the point y, div v(y) is the divergence Σ arc length on the curvefor fixed a at the point y. Some current work leads to a generalization of (2.2) for vector¨that uses
where V(y) records k tangent vectors to the n − kd imensional surface a − − constant, DIV V(y) is aparticular generalization of the divergence, the integral is along a curvefrom some initial point to the point y on the surface a − − constant, and the determinant involves partial derivativesw ith respect to the vectors in V(y).
Nowconsider the general formula (2.2) in relation to Barndorff-Nielsen'sapproximate formula (2.1).
If a is ancillary so c(a,¨) − − c(a) then (2.1) involves an implicit choice for the Jacobian-type factor
This norming of the likelihood L(¨;ˆ,a)w ith respect to its maximum can be interpreted in terms of the approximate density (2.1): as¨varies the maximum of the density function remains constant, where density is examined in the constant information metric. This simple choice for an otherwise difficult Jacobiantype factor has a certain natural appeal, and a clarification of this can be obtained from a local analysis discussed in the next section.
From (2.2) with (2.3) or (2.4) we see that Barndorff-Nielsen'sf ormula provides a valid approximation to the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimate subject only to whatevert he support for the approximation (2.5) is. In the next section we present a Laplace integral-approximation justification for (2.5). Higher order calculations can be made which lead to correction terms for the formula (2.1).
-7-where the probability integral transformation is used as pattern. In terms of the newparameter we have constant observed information:
Foravector parameter we seek a newparameter such that
There are manyp ossibilities for this but a simple procedure is to use a modified probability integral transformation radially from some initial point − − 0, say 0 :following Fraser and Reid [7] we define (sv) − − v{k Forasimilar second order analysis in a different context, see Fraser and Reid [7] .
From (3.7) we nowsee that the choice C( ) − − 1/L( ; )g iv esthe density h( ; )alocation normal form in ( , )near ( 0 , 0 ): In a related way we can see that a different choice for C( )f ollowed by the Laplace method of integration will give a 'constant' c that in fact varies with 0 .
We thus have the interpretation of Barndorff-Nielsen'sformula as providing that choice for the Jacobian factor so that the resulting nominal density integrates correctly in accord with the Laplace method for approximate numerical integration.
SADDLEPOINT APPROXIMATIONS
Consider the saddlepoint approximation We can thus have a family of saddlepoint approximations corresponding to a family of alternative transforming variables r(y) that have cumulant generating functions. We examine the choice of a transforming variable in the next section.
NORMED LIKELIHOOD AS SADDLEPOINT APPROXIMATION
Consider a variable y that is in one-one correspondence with the maximum likelihood estimate# (y) of a parameter # in a statistical model. We suppose, in accord with preceding sections, that the likelihood function L( # ,y) − − c ⋅ f(y; # )i sa vailable at each point y, but not the density function itself. This can occur if yi sobtained by marginalization under sufficiency, byconditioning under ancillarity,orbyboth.
Forcomputation we note from the preceding assumptions that the observed information can be written as a function of# : 
is a quadratic reparameterization in the neighbourhood of
The model (5.5) to the chosen order of expansion coincides with the exponential model
where q(0) − − q´(0) − − q´(0). The saddlepoint approximation for this model at S − − 0a nd 2
It is of interest to note that a range of such exponential models all have the same saddlepoint approximation and one of them is the normal model
)} 
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